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ABSTRACT

We use N-body simulations to probe the early phases of the dynamical evolution of
star-forming regions and focus on mass and velocity distributions of unbound stars.
In this parameter space study, we vary the initial virial ratio and degree of spatial
and kinematic substructure and analyse the fraction of stars that become unbound
in two different mass classes (above and below 8 M⊙). We find that the fraction of
unbound stars differs depending on the initial conditions. After 10 Myr, in initially
highly subvirial, substructured simulations, the high-mass and lower-mass unbound
fractions are similar at ∼23 per cent. In initially virialised, substructured simulations,
we find only ∼16 per cent of all high-mass stars are unbound, whereas ∼37 per cent
of all lower-mass stars are. The velocity distributions of unbound stars only show
differences for extremely different initial conditions. The distributions are dominated
by large numbers of lower-mass stars becoming unbound just above the escape velocity
of ∼3 km s−1 with unbound high-mass stars moving faster on average than lower-mass
unbound stars. We see no high-mass runaway stars (velocity > 30 km s−1) from any of
our initial conditions and only an occasional lower-mass runaway star from initially
subvirial/substructured simulations. In our simulations, we find a small number of
lower-mass walkaway stars (with velocity 5-30km s−1) from all of our initial conditions.
These walkaway stars should be observable around many nearby star-forming regions
with Gaia.

Key words: methods: numerical – stars: formation – stars: kinematics and dynamics
– open clusters and associations: general

1 INTRODUCTION

The majority of stars do not form in isolation but in environ-
ments where stellar densities are higher than in the Galactic
field (Lada & Lada 2003; Bressert et al. 2010). Depending
on the initial conditions in these star-forming regions, they
either evolve into bound clusters or unbound groups. Most
stars born in clusters do not remain there past an age of 10
million years (Myr) and only about 10 per cent are observed
in gravitationally bound clusters at this age (Lada & Lada
2003). Young stars that are not members of bound clusters
are usually observed in unbound groups of stars (i.e. associ-

⋆ E-mail: cschoettler1@sheffield.ac.uk (CS)
† Royal Society Dorothy Hodgkin Fellow (RJP)

ations, Blaauw 1964) before they disperse into the Galactic
field.

For the last two decades, the prevailing view has been
that bound star clusters are fundamental units of star for-
mation - in that most stars form in these dense, embedded
environments until gas exhaustion (Longmore et al. 2014)
or residual gas expulsion conclude star formation. Gas ex-
pulsion can also lead to the cluster’s dissolution (Tutukov
1978; Lada et al. 1984; Goodwin 1997; Goodwin & Bastian
2006; Longmore et al. 2014; Shukirgaliyev et al. 2018). In
this scenario, associations must have formed as single or
multiple clusters and expanded into their unbound state (so-
called monolithic star formation - e.g. Kroupa et al. 2001;
Baumgardt & Kroupa 2007). An alternative view is that de-
pending on the initial conditions of the molecular clouds,
clusters or associations are formed when smaller clustered re-
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2 Schoettler et al.

gions with differing stellar densities assemble hierarchically.
These smaller groups of stars are the result of hierarchi-
cal fragmentation of the molecular clouds. In this scenario,
star formation can lead to the formation of a dense, bound
star cluster but can also result in lower-density, unbound
associations (so-called hierarchical star formation - e.g.
Bonnell et al. 2011; Kruijssen 2012). Recent work has shown
that associations are unlikely to be dissolved clusters, sup-
porting the latter star formation scenario (e.g. Wright et al.
2016; Ward & Kruijssen 2018; Wright & Mamajek 2018).

One way of testing these two scenarios observationally
is to determine the initial density (i.e. spatial structure) and
virial ratio (i.e. velocity structure) of star-forming regions.
This remains difficult as dynamical evolution can lead to sig-
nificant changes to star-forming regions over a short period
of time (e.g. Allison et al. 2010; Park et al. 2018) such as a
rapid reduction in density in regions with initially high stel-
lar densities (e.g. Marks & Kroupa 2012; Parker 2014). Ini-
tial substructure can be erased (e.g. Goodwin & Whitworth
2004; Allison et al. 2010; Jaehnig et al. 2015), the loca-
tion of the most massive stars can change due to dynam-
ical mass segregation (e.g Allison et al. 2009; Parker et al.
2014) and primordial binary systems can be destroyed (e.g.
Kroupa 1995; Parker & Goodwin 2012; Marks & Kroupa
2012; Duchêne et al. 2018). A dense phase can also have
disruptive effects on protoplanetary discs and young plan-
etary systems around stars in star-forming regions (e.g.
Bonnell et al. 2001; Adams et al. 2006; Parker & Quanz
2012; Winter et al. 2018; Nicholson et al. 2019).

Our earlier work showed that information from the spa-
tial distribution of star-forming regions can be used to distin-
guish the initial bound/unbound state (initial virial ratio)
(Parker et al. 2014, Paper I). Parker & Wright (2016, Pa-
per II) showed that using radial velocity dispersion in com-
bination with a spatial structure diagnostic (Q-parameter,
Cartwright & Whitworth 2004) can help constrain initial
conditions in star-forming regions with high local densities.
In this paper, we will focus on stars that become unbound
from young star-forming regions.

Observationally, unbound stars are easiest to identify
when their velocities are higher than their surroundings and
they have high mass and therefore high luminosity, such as
OB stars. These stars have a mass of at least 8 M⊙ and short
lifetimes of up to a few tens Myr, with the most massive stars
undergoing core-collapse supernovae after only a few Myr
(Zinnecker & Yorke 2007). Most star-forming regions dis-
solve after only a few tens Myr but they can still outlive the
massive stars located within them (Portegies Zwart et al.
2010). As a consequence, OB stars should not be found
outside these regions. However, there are OB stars found
far outside star-forming regions moving at much higher ve-
locities than normally expected. These OB stars have been
termed runaway stars by Blaauw (1961). They show a pe-
culiar velocity (i.e. velocity relative to a rest frame) in
excess of ∼30-40 km s−1 and/or are located at large dis-
tances from any star-forming regions or the Galactic plane
(e.g. Blaauw 1956, 1961; Stone 1991; Hoogerwerf et al. 2001;
De Wit et al. 2005; Eldridge et al. 2011; Drew et al. 2018).
Almost all currently identified runaway stars are high-mass
stars (see the recent catalogue in Tetzlaff et al. 2011). Low-
mass runaway star detections remain rare (Poveda et al.
2005; De la Fuente Marcos & De la Fuente Marcos 2018). A

lower velocity limit for runaway stars has been suggested
by Eldridge et al. (2011) at ∼5 kms−1, as stars ejected
with this velocity can still travel a considerable distance
in just a few Myr and end up tens of pc from any star-
forming regions, satisfying distance-based runaway star def-
initions (e.g. De Wit et al. 2005). This subset of slower
runaway stars has recently been termed walkaway stars
(De Mink et al. 2014).

Runaway and walkaway stars are thought to be the re-
sult of the same two ejection mechanisms. Blaauw (1961)
suggested that ejection of these stars is due to the binary
supernova mechanism. This posits that in a close binary,
the secondary star is ejected when the more massive pri-
mary reaches the end of its life and undergoes a core-collapse
supernova. With a high enough kick velocity from the su-
pernova, the main-sequence companion gets ejected due to
binary disruption, almost always leaving an ejected single-
ton star. Poveda et al. (1967) suggested an alternative mech-
anism due to dynamical interaction. In dense star-forming
regions, stars interact with each other dynamically and close
encounters between three or even four stars can lead to ejec-
tion of one or two of them. When a single, massive star
interacts with a binary where the secondary is a lower-
mass star, the single star can replace this secondary binary
star, which is then ejected from the star cluster at a similar
maximum velocity than in the binary supernova mechanism
(Gvaramadze et al. 2009).

In this paper we use pure N-body simulations with dif-
fering initial conditions to investigate if the number and ve-
locity distributions of unbound stars can allow us to place
constraints on the initial density and velocity structure in
star-forming regions. We aim to make predictions for obser-
vations of fast unbound stars from young star-forming re-
gions that can be probed with Gaia Data Release 2 (DR2).
DR2 contains five-parameter astrometry (position, parallax
and proper motion) for over 1.3 billion sources down to an
apparent G-magnitude limit of G ≈ 21, whereas radial veloc-
ity information is only available for brighter sources (∼7.2
million) (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018). Our simulations
provide us with 6D-parameter space results (position and
velocity), but we focus on the 2D-plane and 2D-velocity, i.e.
tangential velocity, which is calculated from proper motion
and distance (or parallax) in observations.

This paper is organised as follows. In section 2, we
present the initial conditions used for the N-body simula-
tions and our definition of unbound stars. Section 3 is ded-
icated to the results with a discussion of these results in
section 4, followed by our conclusions in section 5.

2 METHODS

2.1 Initial conditions

Our simulated star-forming regions are set up with 1000 sys-
tems per simulation distributed across an initial radius of 1
pc. All systems are initially single stars (no primordial bina-
ries) and their masses are randomly sampled for every single
simulation from the Maschberger (2013) initial mass func-
tion (IMF). This form of the IMF combines the Salpeter
(1955) power-law slope for stars with masses above 1 M⊙
with a Chabrier (2005) log-normal IMF approximation at
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the lower-mass end. The Maschberger IMF is described by
a probability density function with three parameters α =
2.3 (power-law exponent for higher mass stars), β = 1.4 (de-
scribing the IMF slope of lower-mass stars) and µ = 0.2
(average stellar mass) (Maschberger 2013):

p(m) ∝

(
m

µ

)−α

©«
1 +

(
m

µ

)1−αª®
¬
β

(1)

We sample stellar masses m between 0.1 M⊙ (we do not
include brown dwarfs) and 50 M⊙ , resulting in total masses
between ∼500-700 M⊙ for each of our star-forming regions.

The spatial structure is set up following the method
described in Goodwin & Whitworth (2004). It uses fractal
distributions to define the observed substructure in young
star-forming regions using a single parameter, the fractal
dimension D. Starting with a cube with side Ndiv = 2, a par-
ent particle is placed at the centre. This first parent cube
is subdivided into equal-sized N3

div
sub-cubes with a first-

generation descendant in each centre. Depending on the sur-

vival probability N
(D−3)
div

that is set by the fractal dimension
D, these descendants can become parents themselves. For
a low fractal dimension fewer descendants become parents,
whereas more descendants survive when using a high frac-
tal dimension. Descendants that do not survive are deleted
along with their parent. The positions of the surviving par-
ticles are adjusted by adding a small amount of noise. This
process continues until more stars than required are gener-
ated within the original cube. We cut a sphere from this
cube and reduce the remaining stars down to the required
number by random deletion.

We use a set of four different fractal dimensions for our
simulations to investigate a wide parameter space. Starting
with highly substructured star-forming regions (D = 1.6), we
then gradually reduce the level of substructure (D = 2.0 and
D = 2.6) finishing with a roughly uniform, smooth sphere
(D = 3.0).

Like the spatial structure, the velocity structure in our
simulations is also set-up to mimic observed star-formation
environments. Molecular gas clouds show turbulence that
can be passed down to the stars that form from them. The
velocity dispersion increases with the size of the clouds. In
molecular clouds, large velocity dispersions can occur on
large scales whereas on small scales there are smaller dis-
persions, i.e. similar velocities (Larson 1981). Star forma-
tion occurs in filamentary structures within these gas clouds,
where the velocity dispersion is low (André et al. 2014). To
represent this velocity structure in our simulations we follow
Goodwin & Whitworth (2004), which results in close stars
with similar velocities and distant stars with different ve-
locities. The process starts by assigning a random velocity
to the parents. The next generation inherits this velocity,
which is in turn adjusted by a random component that gets
smaller with every following generation. The velocities of the
stars are finally scaled to five different global virial ratios.
The global virial ratio αvir describes the ratio of total kinetic
energy T of all stars to the modulus of the total potential
energy Ω of all stars, αvir = T/|Ω |. A star-forming region in

virial equilibrium has a global virial ratio αvir = 0.5, with
subvirial regions at values below and supervirial ones above.

In our parameter space, we investigate star-forming re-
gions initially in virial equilibrium as well as two regions
that are initially subvirial (αvir = 0.1 and αvir = 0.3) and
two supervirial (αvir = 1.0 and αvir = 1.5) initial settings.
These global virial ratios describe the bulk motion of the
stars as a whole. On local scales stars have similar, corre-
lated velocities, meaning star-forming regions can be locally
subvirial even if they are not subvirial on a global scale. This
can lead to local, but not global collapse during the early dy-
namical evolution of the star-forming region (Allison et al.
2010; Parker & Wright 2016).

We use the N-body integrator kira from the Starlab

package (Portegies Zwart et al. 1999, 2001) to evolve our
star-forming regions over a defined time period. The inte-
grator uses an input N-body system defined by our initial
conditions and evolves it over time giving output at different
snapshots. The motion of the stars in the simulations is fol-
lowed using a fourth-order, block-time-step Hermite scheme
(Makino & Aarseth 1992).

With four different initial fractal dimensions and five
different initial virial ratios, we run 20 simulations of each of
the 20 combinations for a time period of 10 Myr to cover the
early phases of the evolution of a star-forming region. The
only changes within the simulations sharing the same initial
conditions are the random number seed used to initiate the
creation of the fractal (i.e. initial positions and velocities of
stars) and the sampling of stellar masses from the IMF. For
each set of initial conditions, we combine the results of all
20 simulations, thus creating a larger data set for analysis.
Our star-forming regions do not have a gas potential and
there is no external/tidal field applied. The stars do not
undergo stellar evolution and are not in primordial binaries
or initially mass-segregated. This allows us to identify the
effects of different initial spatial and velocity substructure on
the unbound population from young star-forming regions.
In future work, we will include both stellar evolution and
primordial binaries to quantify the effect each has on stars
becoming unbound from these regions.

2.2 Unbound stars and fractions by mass class

We consider a star i to be unbound once it has positive total
energy (i.e. its kinetic energy Ti is larger than the modulus
of its potential energy Ωi). Its kinetic energy is given by:

Ti =
1

2
mi |v i − vcr |2, (2)

where mi is the mass of star i and v i and vcr are the velocity
vectors of this star and of the centre of the region, respec-
tively. The potential energy of the star i is given by the sum
of the potential energy between star i and every other star
j:

Ωi = −
∑
i,j

Gmimj

rij
, (3)

where G is the gravitational constant, mi and mj are the stel-
lar masses of i and j and rij is the distance between them. Af-
ter identifying all unbound stars in each snapshot, we divide
them up into two mass classes (MC): low/intermediate-mass
(<8 M⊙) and high-mass (≥8 M⊙) stars. We then calculate
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Figure 1. Unbound fractions from ten simulations (initially sub-
virial αvir = 0.3, with high level of initial substructure D = 1.6)
showing the spread of the unbound fractions between statistically
identical simulations.

unbound fractions by normalising the number of unbound
stars (UB) by the total number of stars (TOT) in that spe-
cific mass class:

Unbound fraction =
NMC,UB

NMC,TOT
(4)

We estimate the standard error of the mean (SE) as a repre-
sentation of the uncertainty connected to the unbound frac-
tions, where s is the sample standard deviation and n is the
number of simulations:

SE =
s
√

n
(5)

The uncertainty is caused by the stochastic nature
of the underlying dynamical evolution (Allison et al. 2010;
Parker et al. 2014). In our parameter space study, this dif-
ferent evolution is evident in the different unbound fractions
from statistically identical, individual simulations as shown
in Fig. 1. This figure illustrates how different the unbound
fractions can be for ten simulations with the same initial
conditions (initially subvirial (αvir = 0.3) and high levels of
substructure (D = 1.6)). The different lines represent the
fractions of unbound stars as a function of time and in this
example they can increase over the simulation time to values
between ∼18-48 per cent after 10 Myr.

3 RESULTS

For the following analysis of velocities, we focus on 2D-
velocities to allow us to make predictions for proper mo-
tion observations, such as from the recent Gaia DR2
(Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018). In observations we have a
fixed two-dimensional plane, whereas the choice of 2D-plane
from simulations is arbitrary. The 2D-velocity results shown
in this section represent the tangential velocity in the xy-
plane (i.e. calculated as the motion across the sky would be
in observations), however any other choice of 2D-plane gives
us the same results after considering statistical noise.

3.1 Cumulative 2D-velocity distributions of all

stars

We first focus on the cumulative distributions of the 2D-
velocities and analyse how these evolve over the time period
covered by our simulations. For each set of initial conditions,
the cumulative distributions contain all stars from 20 sim-
ulations. In Fig. 2, we see the evolution of the cumulative
distributions of the 2D-velocity at four different times from
the left to the right column (0, 1, 5 and 10 Myr). From the
top row to the bottom, we see that the four different frac-
tal dimensions at 0 Myr show almost identical cumulative
velocity distributions for all five initial virial ratios. This is
to be expected as the virial ratio acts as a scaling factor for
the initial velocities.

During the first 1 Myr, star-forming regions that are ini-
tially highly to moderately substructured (D ≤ 2.0) collapse
and undergo violent relaxation (e.g. Lynden-Bell 1967;
van Albada 1982; Funato et al. 1992; McMillan et al.
2007; Moeckel & Bonnell 2009; Allison et al. 2010;
Spera & Capuzzo-Dolcetta 2017) with subvirial regions
(αvir < 0.5) collapsing rapidly to form bound, spherical
clusters (Parker et al. 2014). Some of the initially virialised
regions (αvir = 0.5) undergo a local collapse in regions of
high substructure. Even though they are initially virialised
on a global scale, they can be subvirial locally resulting in
a localised collapse. Star-forming regions with little or no
initial substructure (D ≥ 2.6) collapse only when they are
also initially subvirial.

At 1 Myr (second column), the velocity distributions of
different initial virial ratios show similar velocities for iden-
tical levels of initial substructure. Initially highly subvirial
regions (αvir = 0.1) that are slowest at the start of the sim-
ulations attain similar velocities to initially virialised and
supervirial regions when D ≤ 2.0 or higher velocities when
D ≥ 2.6. Violent relaxation leads to an increase in veloc-
ity, which is highest in highly subvirial, substructured initial
conditions.

After 5 Myr and 10 Myr (third and fourth column), in
initially more substructured regions (D ≤ 2.0) the evolution
of the cumulative distributions follows a similar pattern.The
bound, initially subvirial or virialised regions (αvir ≤ 0.5)
have very similar velocity distributions as the initially sub-
virial regions approach virial equilibrium after violent relax-
ation. Initially supervirial regions (αvir > 0.5) remain un-
bound and at higher average velocities. The difference be-
tween the subvirial/virial and supervirial distributions be-
comes clearer the older the simulated regions get, as the
initially subvirial/virialised regions slow down compared to
the initially supervirial ones.

Star-forming regions with less substructure initially
(D ≥ 2.6) do not show the clear separation of velocity dis-
tributions between subvirial/virial and supervirial initial ra-
tios. Only initially highly supervirial regions (αvir = 1.5)
have a velocity distribution at later times that can be dis-
tinguished from those with lower virial ratios. The initially
smooth, sphere-like regions (D = 3.0) still show a group-
ing together of the velocity distributions after 5 Myr. The
two initially supervirial distributions (αvir = 1.0 and 1.5)
are located either side of the initially subvirial and virialised
ones. Despite both being supervirial, they exhibit consider-
ably different velocity distributions. Moderately supervirial
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Figure 2. Cumulative 2D-velocity distributions at four different simulation times (in columns: 0 Myr, 1 Myr, 5 Myr, 10 Myr) and for
the different initial condition sets. Each row represents a different fractal dimension from D = 1.6 (top row) to D = 3.0 (bottom row).
The five different initial virial ratios (αvir = 0.1 (blue), αvir = 0.3 (orange), αvir = 0.5 (green), αvir = 1.0 (red), αvir = 1.5 (purple)) are
shown in each panel for each fractal dimension and time.

regions (αvir = 1.0) have the slowest, whereas highly su-
pervirial regions (αvir = 1.5) have the fastest cumulative
2D-velocities. This behaviour continues for the remaining 5
Myr and at the end of our simulations the moderately super-
virial cases are still indistinguishable from those of initially
subvirial/virialised (αvir ≤ 0.5) cases.

3.1.1 Long-term evolution of initially smooth star-forming

regions

For these initially smooth star-forming regions (D = 3.0),
we follow the evolution of their cumulative distributions for
a longer time period. We evaluate if they evolve differently
or just more slowly than initially more substructured star-
forming regions. The evolution of these smooth regions is
shown at 10 Myr, 25 Myr, 50 Myr and 100 Myr in Fig. 3.

MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2019)
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Figure 3. Long-term evolution of the cumulative 2D-velocity distributions at four different simulation times (10, 25, 50 and 100 Myr)
for the five different initial virial ratios (αvir = 0.1 (blue), αvir = 0.3 (orange), αvir = 0.5 (green), αvir = 1.0 (red), αvir = 1.5 (purple)) and
constant fractal dimension (D = 3.0).

The cumulative distributions for initially subvirial and
virialised regions (αvir ≤ 0.5) continue to be similar as they
are in a state of virial equilibrium. The velocity distri-
bution for the moderately supervirial regions (αvir = 1.0,
red) starts to become distinguishable from the initially sub-
virial/virialised regions after 50 Myr, as these regions slow
down compared to the moderately supervirial one.

But even after 100 Myr the velocities of moderately su-
pervirial regions are still much closer to those of initially
subvirial/virial star-forming regions than the highly super-
virial scenario. Initially smooth, supervirial star-forming re-
gions appear to evolve in a similar fashion than the more
substructured regions but on a much longer timescale. The
long-term evolution of the cumulative distributions shows
that the average velocities decrease at later times for ini-
tially subvirial/virialised regions, as the global gravitational
field of the bound clusters cause stars to decelerate.

3.2 Unbound fractions of stars from initially

subvirial and virialised regions

In this section we turn to unbound fractions for initially
subvirial and virialised star-forming regions (αvir ≤ 0.5). We
exclude the two supervirial scenarios as in these globally
unbound, expanding regions most stars are born unbound.
In our simulations, we do not have any stellar evolution,
so stars can only become unbound due to dynamical inter-
actions with other stars (Poveda et al. 1967) and not from
supernova kicks (Blaauw 1961). In the absence of an ex-
ternal tidal field, lower-mass stars mainly become unbound
due to effects of 2-body relaxation (Binney & Tremaine
2008) whereas high-mass stars require dynamical interac-
tions with other high-mass stars in binaries or higher order
multiple systems (e.g. trapezium-like) to become unbound
(Allison & Goodwin 2011; Parker et al. 2016).

3.2.1 Effects of different levels of substructure in regions

with the same initial virial ratio

In Fig. 4, unbound fractions for star-forming regions with
an initially highly subvirial ratio (αvir = 0.1) are shown in
the first column. With high levels of initial substructure (D

= 1.6, first row) stars in both mass classes show similar un-
bound fractions from 5 Myr to the end of the simulations.
These regions, regardless of initial degree of substructure,
will undergo rapid collapse and violent relaxation. While
low/intermediate-mass stars become unbound early in the
simulations, high-mass stars show a more gradual increase
and match the lower-mass unbound fraction at ∼5 Myr. The
lower-mass unbound fraction decreases with less initial sub-
structure and settles on the same level of ∼20 per cent for
more moderate amounts of initial substructure (D = 2.0-3.0)
after 10 Myr. At the end of our simulations, the high-mass
unbound fractions in the four initial substructure scenarios
reach final values between 22± 3 per cent and 28± 4 per cent.

We see a delay in high-mass stars becoming unbound
that increases the lower the level of initial substructure
(i.e. higher fractal dimension D) in initially highly sub-
virial regions (αvir = 0.1, first column). In these simula-
tions the degree of collapse reduces with lower amounts
of initial substructure, resulting in a longer formation time
for multiple star systems that can eject massive stars. The
low/intermediate-mass stars also show a delay in stars be-
coming unbound for D = 2.6-3.0. The delay is most obvious
in regions with no initial substructure (D = 3.0, bottom
row). On average, only 7 stars (all are low/intermediate-
mass) per simulation become unbound in the first ∼0.5 Myr.
The lack of initial substructure combined with the low ini-
tial virial ratio appears to result in a “balanced” collapse
that keeps virtually all stars in a bound configuration for a
short period of time (∼0.5 Myr).

In initially moderately subvirial simulations (αvir = 0.3,
second column) the star-forming regions undergo an initial
collapse but the degree of collapse is lower when compared
to the highly subvirial simulations. We decrease the level
of initial substructure and see a significant decrease in the
low/intermediate-mass unbound fraction for every change
in fractal dimension. After 10 Myr, the high-mass unbound
fractions only slightly decrease (from 20± 4 per cent to 19± 3
per cent) for regions with initially high or moderate levels of
substructure (D ≤ 2.0). Further decreasing the initial sub-
structure reduces the high-mass unbound fraction to 16± 2
per cent (D = 2.6) and 12± 3 per cent (D = 3.0). The high-
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Figure 4. Unbound fractions by mass class for initially subvirial and virialised star-forming regions (αvir ≤ 0.5). Each row represents a
different fractal dimension starting from D = 1.6 (top row) to D = 3.0 (bottom row). The columns show the three subvirial and virial
initial ratios. The red points represent the unbound fraction of low/intermediate-mass stars (<8 M⊙) over the simulation time, whereas
the yellow points represent the unbound fraction of high-mass stars (>8 M⊙). The uncertainties of the fractions are calculated using the
standard error of the mean (Eq. 5).

mass unbound fractions are only different for simulations
with higher (D ≤ 2.0) and no initial substructure (D = 3.0).

In regions with initial fractal dimensions D = 2.0-3.0,
high-mass stars do not become unbound early in the simu-
lations. The collapse happens fastest in initially highly sub-
structured star-forming regions (D = 1.6) and high-mass
stars can become unbound much earlier than in less sub-
structured star-forming regions. The lower the level of initial
substructure, the longer it takes to form dynamical multiples

that can eject high-mass stars (Allison & Goodwin 2011).
Our simulations suggest that it can take over 3 Myr longer
for high-mass stars to become unbound when there is a lack
of initial substructure in moderately subvirial initial condi-
tions (lower, middle panels).

In all simulations that are initially virialised (αvir = 0.5,
third column), regardless of substructure, the unbound frac-
tion of low/intermediate-mass stars is at least double the
fraction of unbound high-mass stars after 10 Myr, which
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reaches 16 ± 3 per cent in initially highly substructured re-
gions (D = 1.6). In these star-forming regions 37± 3 per cent
of all low/intermediate-mass stars become unbound at the
end of our simulations.

Initially virialised, highly substructured star-forming
regions can collapse locally and binary clusters can form
(Arnold et al. 2017). Binary clusters are a pairing of
star clusters that are physically close to each other
in space (Rozhavskii et al. 1976; Pietrzynski & Udalski
2000; De La Fuente Marcos & De La Fuente Marcos 2009;
Priyatikanto et al. 2016; Zhong et al. 2019). They can be
a result of the dynamical evolution of young star-forming
regions as shown by Arnold et al. (2017). We see these bi-
nary clusters at the end of more than half of the 20 simula-
tions and they appear to have an effect on the unbound frac-
tions. The presence of binary clusters lowers the sub-cluster
potential energy, effectively creating two smaller clusters
with smaller potential wells. In consequence, stars require
lower kinetic energy to become unbound. This increases the
low/intermediate-mass unbound fraction, but does not affect
the high-mass unbound fraction in the same way. Due to the
form of the IMF, there is a much smaller number of high-
mass stars present in our simulations. During the localised
collapse into binary clusters, these high-mass stars can move
to different local regions, reducing the likelihood of creating
dynamical multiple systems that can eject high-mass stars
from our regions.

We do find a higher unbound fraction for high-mass
stars than low/intermediate-mass stars in several simula-
tions with initially virialised, highly substructured condi-
tions (αvir = 0.5, D = 1.6) that do not result in the creation
of binary clusters. In individual simulations where binary
clusters are present, we see a higher than average fraction
(∼30 per cent compared to the average value of ∼16 per cent)
of unbound high-mass stars when the low/intermediate-mass
unbound fraction is high as well (∼40-70 per cent) or when
the absolute number of high-mass stars is high to begin
with (i.e. 9 or more high-mass stars per simulation). This
increases the chances of forming high-mass dynamical mul-
tiple systems, which would lead to more ejections.

Lower levels of initial substructure or smooth regions
(D = 2.0-3.0) that are initially virialised (αvir = 0.5) do
not form binary clusters (Arnold et al. 2017). In our sim-
ulations, this considerably reduces the unbound fractions.
Star-forming regions that are initially in virial equilibrium
and smooth (D = 3.0) undergo very little dynamical evo-
lution and most of the stars (∼87 per cent) remain bound
throughout the simulations.

3.2.2 Effects of different initial virial ratios in regions

with the same levels of substructure

For star-forming regions with a high degree of initial sub-
structure (D = 1.6, first row in Fig. 4) increasing the initial
virial ratio has the opposite effect on the unbound fractions
in the two mass classes. The increase in initial kinetic en-
ergy (higher virial ratio) in the regions decreases the frac-
tion of unbound high-mass stars whereas it increases the
fraction of low/intermediate-mass unbound stars. While an
initially highly subvirial region (αvir = 0.1) has the same
unbound fraction after 10 Myr in both mass classes, the
more virialised a highly substructured region is initially

the higher its unbound fraction of low/intermediate-mass
stars and the lower its high-mass unbound fraction. The
low/intermediate-mass unbound fraction is highest in ini-
tially virialised regions due to the presence of binary clus-
ters.

In regions with a lower level of initial substructure (D =
2.0, second row) differences in initial virial ratio have no ef-
fect on the low/intermediate mass unbound fractions, which
are virtually the same for all three initial virial ratio scenar-
ios (values between 19± 1 per cent and 21± 2 per cent) at
10 Myr. The high-mass unbound fraction is highest in the
initially most subvirial regions (αvir = 0.1). The degree of
collapse is highest here and unstable multiple star systems
can form quickly. After about 6 Myr, the high-mass unbound
fraction reaches 21± 3 per cent and starts to level out (22± 3
per cent at 10 Myr), suggesting that unstable multiple star
systems are no longer present or do not lead to any fur-
ther high-mass star ejections. The initially more moderate,
subvirial (αvir = 0.3) simulations have a similar high-mass
unbound fraction than the virialised case in the first ∼6 Myr
of the simulations (10± 2 per cent vs. 9± 2 per cent). The
difference in initial virial ratio (αvir = 0.3 vs. 0.5) appears to
have no effect on the early evolution of these simulated re-
gions. Later in the simulation, the initially moderately sub-
virial (αvir = 0.3) regions continue to eject high-mass stars
and reach an unbound fraction of 19± 3 per cent after 10
Myr, which is a similar value than in the highly subvirial
case (αvir = 0.1), whereas the high-mass unbound fraction
in initially virialised regions levels out after ∼ 7 Myr and
remains at 10± 2 per cent to the end of the simulations at
10 Myr.

At low levels of or no initial substructure (D = 2.6 and
3.0, third and fourth row) the low/intermediate-mass un-
bound fractions are highest when the regions are initially
highly subvirial (αvir = 0.1) as these regions collapse ini-
tially. Even though the moderately subvirial (αvir = 0.3)
regions initially collapse, this does not result in a higher
low/intermediate unbound fraction than in the initially viri-
alised regions that do not undergo collapse. When there is
little or no initial substructure, star-forming regions will only
collapse when the initial virial ratio is subvirial. The col-
lapse increases the likelihood that unstable multiple systems
form, which facilitates the ejection of high-mass stars. With
higher initial virial ratios, these multiple systems take longer
to form or do not form at all. As a result, high-mass stars
take longer to become unbound and the final unbound frac-
tions at 10 Myr are lower the more virialised and smooth
the regions are initially.

3.3 2D-velocity of unbound stars from initially

subvirial and virialised star-forming regions

3.3.1 Cumulative 2D-velocity distributions

In Fig. 5, we show the 2D-velocity cumulative distributions
for unbound stars from initially subvirial/virialised regions
(αvir ≤ 0.5) with a high level of initial substructure (D =
1.6) at 10 Myr. As we have seen for all (bound and un-
bound) stars in Fig. 2 the cumulative distributions in ini-
tially subvirial/virialised simulations are very similar for all
four initial fractal dimensions. The cumulative distributions
of unbound stars in Fig. 5 show a similar picture of very
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Figure 5. Cumulative distributions for unbound stars showing
the 2D-velocities at 10 Myr with initial fractal dimension D = 1.6
for initially subvirial and virialised clusters. The distributions for

αvir = 0.1 (blue), αvir = 0.3 (orange) and αvir = 0.5 (green) are
shown zoomed in to the central part of the curve, highlighting that
for these initial conditions, the velocities of the unbound stars do
not differ much between different virial ratios for the same degree
of initial spatial and kinematic substructure.

Figure 6. Cumulative distributions for unbound stars showing
the 2D-velocities at 10 Myr for an initially highly substructured
and subvirial region with D = 1.6 and αvir = 0.1 (blue) and an
initially almost smooth and virialised region with D = 2.6 and αvir

= 0.5 (green). The comparison illustrates that the more substruc-
tured and subvirial a star-forming region is initially, the faster the
unbound stars escape.

similar distributions for a fractal dimension of D = 1.6 (ini-
tially highly substructured regions). Even for these initially
substructured regions where we see a more dynamic early
evolution (i.e. violent relaxation and initial collapse), it is
difficult to distinguish between different initial virial ratios
at the end of the simulations.

Allison (2012) analysed the spatial and velocity distri-
butions of very different initial conditions after 4 Myr with a
smaller, but similar, set of initial conditions. He found that
the cumulative velocity distributions differ between the ini-
tial conditions and that the initially moderately subvirial,

substructured simulations result in higher velocity unbound
stars compared with initially virialised simulations with a
low level of substructure. Fig. 6 illustrates the cumulative
velocity distributions of very different initial conditions af-
ter 10 Myr: initially highly substructured and highly sub-
virial simulations (D = 1.6, αvir = 0.1, blue) compared to
simulations with a low level of substructure that are ini-
tially virialised (D = 2.6, αvir = 0.5, green). We also find
that unbound stars from substructured, subvirial regions are
moving at higher 2D-velocities (after 10 Myr) however the
differences between the distributions are not quite as large as
in Allison (2012). This highlights that cumulative velocity
distributions can only distinguish between vastly different
initial spatial and velocity conditions.

3.3.2 Violin plots of 2D-velocity distributions

Violin plots are a data visualisation technique that combines
a box plot with a density trace or a kernel density estimate
(Hintze & Nelson 1998). Like box plots, violin plots also
show the median and interquartile range for a variable, as
well as any asymmetries and outlier data. They can be use-
ful when comparing distributions of a variable (2D-velocity)
over different categories (initial conditions for star-forming
regions). Unlike box plots, violin plots includes all data from
the underlying distribution and give information about the
shape of the distribution. They show all peaks and the po-
sition of those peaks, their amplitude, and give insight into
any presence of clustering in the data. The outer shape rep-
resents all data, with the widest parts corresponding to the
value (i.e. 2D-velocity) with the highest probability of occur-
ring in the population (Hintze & Nelson 1998), which can be
also interpreted as the most common 2D-velocity in our case.

Fig. 7 shows the 2D-velocity distributions on a log-scale
for all initially subvirial and virialised regions (left to right)
and all four fractal dimensions (decreasing degree of initial
substructure - top to bottom) after 10 Myr. The plots in-
clude all unbound stars from 20 simulations combined and
represent an average. The wider each of the violin plots is at
any point, the more stars are likely to have this 2D-velocity.
For each fractal dimension (in each row), the width of the
violin plot is scaled by the total number of unbound stars for
this initial virial ratio. For two violin plots with the same
total number of unbound stars, the widest part will have
the same width. However the absolute number of stars with
this velocity can be different, e.g. for fractal dimension D

= 2.0 (second row) the blue (αvir = 0.1) and green (αvir

= 0.5) violin plots both contain a total of ∼4100 unbound
stars from 20 simulations each, resulting in the widest part
of their violin plots having the same width in Fig. 7. Due to
difference in the distributions, there are ∼80 more stars at
the most common velocity for the initially virialised (green)
violin plot.

The thick vertical bar in the centre represents the in-
terquartile range with the white dot representing the me-
dian. The thin long vertical line represents the 95 confidence
interval. We use a bandwidth following the Silverman (1986)
reference rule to smooth our data for the violin plots1. The
violin plots are cut at the low-velocity end and only show

1 https://seaborn.pydata.org/generated/seaborn.violinplot.html
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Figure 7. Violin plots showing the 2D-velocity distributions of unbound stars at 10 Myr from all initially subvirial and virialised regions
(αvir = 0.1 (blue), αvir = 0.3 (orange)) and virialised (αvir = 0.5 (green)). The violins are scaled by count, the wider the violins are at
any point the more stars in our regions have this 2D-velocity. The larger the violins overall, the more stars have become unbound during
the simulation time. The thick vertical bar in the centre shows the interquartile range with the white dot representing the median. The
long vertical line represents the 95 per cent confidence interval.

the actual data points there, instead of the tails of the un-
derlying Gaussian kernel density estimate. This allows us to
identify the lowest actual 2D-velocity directly from the plot
and avoids the appearance of negative 2D-velocities.

Initially highly substructured regions (D = 1.6, Fig. 7
first row) have a large number of unbound stars for all three
initial virial ratios. The fastest stars are ejected from ini-
tially highly subvirial regions (αvir = 0.1, blue) with the
peak velocity reaching ∼70 kms−1. These regions have fewer
unbound stars (∼260 per simulation) in total and fewer stars
at similar velocities with a wider spread of velocities around
∼1 kms−1 compared to the two higher virial ratio scenar-

ios. Despite these differences, the median velocity is simi-
lar (∼1.5 kms−1) to the other two scenarios (∼1.3 km s−1 -
both for αvir = 0.3 and 0.5). A large number of unbound
stars from highly substructured, moderately subvirial re-
gions (αvir = 0.3, orange) move at a similar 2D-velocity of
∼1km s−1 after 10 Myr, creating noticeable arms in the vi-
olin plots. The total number of unbound stars increases to
∼300 per simulation. The arms become most pronounced
in the initially virialised case (αvir = 0.5, green) with ∼370
unbound stars per simulation. Despite the increase in the
total number of unbound stars, the most common velocity
remains around ∼1kms−1. The higher the initial virial ratio
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Figure 8. Violin plots showing 2D-velocity (xy-plane) distribu-
tions of unbound stars at three simulation times for two selected
initial conditions (initially subvirial, substructured (blue) and ini-
tially virialised with no substructure (green)).

Figure 9. Violin plots showing 3D-velocity distributions of un-
bound stars at three simulation times for two selected initial con-
ditions (initially subvirial, substructured (blue) and initially viri-
alised with no substructure (green)).

in initially highly substructured regions, the more likely it is
that unbound stars are moving with more similar velocities,
whereas unbound stars are more evenly spread over different
velocities in initially more subvirial regions.

With a lower level of initial substructure (D = 2.0,
second row) the shape of the distributions changes for all
three initial virial ratios. The shape of the velocity distribu-
tions of the two initially subvirial scenarios (αvir < 0.5) is
now almost identical. The violin plot for highly subvirial re-
gions is wider than the moderately subvirial scenario, mean-
ing more stars become unbound (20 more stars per simula-
tion). We see the pronounced arms in the violin plots now
also for highly subvirial regions with less spread in the 2D-
velocities. The fastest stars from the two subvirial regions
now only reach ∼30 km s−1 and their median velocities are
almost identical (∼1.3 kms−1). In initially virialised regions
(αvir = 0.5, green), the arms in the 2D-velocity become even
more pronounced at ∼1 kms−1. The maximum velocity is
lower (∼13 kms−1) than in the subvirial cases (∼30 kms−1),
however the median velocity remains similar (∼1.2 kms−1).

In regions with little or no initial substructure (D ≥ 2.6,
third and fourth row), initially highly subvirial regions (αvir

= 0.1) show a similar violin shape to the more substructured
regions (D = 2.0) and also have a similar number of unbound
stars (∼200-210 unbound stars per simulation). The sizes of
the violins shrink considerably (i.e. fewer unbound stars)

for initially moderately subvirial (αvir = 0.3) and virialised
(αvir = 0.5) regions and we see ∼90-130 unbound stars per
simulation. This indicates a much less dynamical early evo-
lution with the number of unbound stars only ∼30 per cent
of what they are in simulations with the highest level of ini-
tial substructure. Despite this, the violins retain their overall
familiar shape of having arms around the most common ve-
locity of ∼1 kms−1 and a median velocity (∼1.2-1.3 kms−1),
which is similar to all other initial conditions.

Our unbound definition is based on stars reaching the
escape velocity (total positive energy) from the star-forming
regions, which is ∼3km s−1 in our simulated regions. In Fig.
7 we see that the minimum 2D-velocity of unbound stars can
be as low as ∼0.03 kms−1 after 10 Myr. Once unbound stars
leave the denser parts of a star-forming region, they interact
with fewer or no other stars and slow down gradually. How-
ever, the apparent slow-down in our simulations by up to two
orders of magnitude is likely due to projection effects. Fig.
8 shows violin plots for two, very different initial conditions
(blue - initially highly subvirial, substructured and green -
initially virialised, no substructure) at three different times
during the simulations. Already after 1 Myr, a low-velocity
tail forms in 2D-space that extends to velocities an order of
magnitude lower than the escape velocity. In full 3D-velocity
space in Fig. 9, we see that after 1 Myr the lowest veloci-
ties are only 1-2 kms−1 lower than the escape velocity. This
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Figure 10. Violin plots showing the 2D-velocity distributions of unbound stars at 10 Myr split by mass class (low/intermediate-mass
- left half, high-mass - right h) from all initially subvirial and virialised clusters (αvir = 0.1 (blue), αvir = 0.3 (orange)) and virialised
(αvir = 0.5 (green)). All plots are scaled to have the same width as there is only a very small number of unbound high-mass stars. The
widest part of the each violin half represents the 2D-velocity with the highest probability. Dashed lines represent the median and the
interquartile range, the 95 per cent confidence interval is no longer shown.

suggests that unbound stars slow down, however not to the
extent suggested by the 2D-velocities.

This 2D-projection effect could affect cluster member-
ship identification when observing proper motion (or 1D-
radial velocity) in isolation. Depending on relative position
to the cluster, these “slow” unbound stars could be identified
as not having originated from the cluster at all due to be-
ing too far away or still bound due to their central location
in the star-forming region. However, our simulations sug-

gest that only ∼1 per cent of these unbound stars with low
2D-velocities are located in the central parts of star-forming
regions after 10 Myr. This limits the extent of mistakenly
assigning membership to “slow” unbound stars, when only
proper motion information is available.

In Fig. 10 we use split violin plots to show the 2D-
velocities separately for the two mass-classes. The plots are
now scaled to the same width as we have at most ∼40 un-
bound high-mass stars compared with over 7000 lower-mass
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Figure 11. Runaway stars (2D-velocity > 30 km s−1) by mass over the simulation time for the four fractal dimensions and the three
different initial virial ratios: subvirial (αvir = 0.1 (blue) and αvir = 0.3 (orange)) and virialised (αvir = 0.5 (green). The y-axis is limited
to 1 M⊙, as all of our runaway stars have very low mass.

unbound stars from a set of 20 simulations. The widest part
of each half still represents the 2D-velocity with the highest
probability of occurring. Dashed lines represent the median
and the interquartile range, the 95 per cent confidence inter-
val is no longer identified on the plots. The violin plots are
again cut at the low-velocity end and only show the actual
data points, instead of the tails of the underlying Gaussian
kernel density estimate. This allows us to identify the low-
est actual 2D-velocity directly from the plot and avoids the
appearance of negative 2D-velocities.

In Fig. 10 we see that the shape of the low/intermediate-
mass violins is nearly identical to the shape of the total pop-
ulation of unbound stars in Fig. 7 as most unbound stars are
lower mass. Due to the low number of unbound high-mass
stars the velocity distributions of unbound high-mass stars
can have a jagged outline depending on the bandwidth used.
We use the same bandwidth setting (following Silverman
1986) as in Fig. 7 resulting in the right half (unbound high-
mass stars) of our split violin plots in Fig. 10 appearing
as a smooth distribution despite the small sample size. A
small sample size can make conclusions from violin plots
unreliable and we limit our interpretation of them to gen-
eral differences in median, minimum and maximum velocity
between the two mass-classes. To gain more insight into the
velocity distributions of unbound high-mass stars using vio-
lin plots would require an increase in the sample size, i.e. a
much higher number of simulations.

For all initial condition scenarios at 10 Myr, high-
mass unbound stars have a higher median (and interquar-
tile range) than the low/intermediate-mass stars and also
a much higher minimum 2D-velocity. The mechanism for
high-mass stars to become unbound is different to that of
low/intermediate-mass stars. High-mass stars will only be-
come unbound from our star-forming regions after a dynam-
ical interaction with other massive stars in multiples. These
dynamical interactions make unbound high-mass stars move
faster on average, however the fastest stars are in fact from
the low-mass end. The differences in 2D-velocities between
the mass classes is present in all initial condition combi-
nations, so is not affected by the initial spatial or velocity
structure in the star-forming regions.

3.4 Runaway and walkaway stars

Finally, we analyse how effective star-forming regions with
different initial conditions are at ejecting runaway and
walkaway stars. We only use 2D-velocity and the lower
boundary value of 30 kms−1 (e.g. Blaauw 1956; Stone 1991;
De Wit et al. 2005; Eldridge et al. 2011) for our runaway
definition and velocities between 5-30 kms−1 for walkaways
(Eldridge et al. 2011; De Mink et al. 2014).

Fig. 11 shows all stars from 20 simulations per ini-
tial condition moving with a 2D-velocity (xy-plane) above
30 kms−1. All of them are from the low end of the mass
spectrum, not a single runaway star is more massive than
0.5 M⊙ . We have the highest number of runaway stars from
initially highly substructured, subvirial regions (αvir = 0.1, D

= 1.6) regardless of the choice of 2D-plane. Only the fastest
one is present in all three 2D-planes and is moving with a
2D-velocity between 50-70 kms−1 depending on the choice
of plane. The other two runaways have lower velocities be-
tween 30-40 kms−1. With at most three ejected runaways
from a set of 20 simulations, we see that regardless of the
initial velocity or spatial structure, runaway stars are rare
from our chosen initial conditions.

Going to walkaway velocities (5-30 kms−1) produces a
few high-mass walkaways and a large number of low-mass
walkaways across all initial conditions. Fig. 12 shows all
walkaways from the 20 simulations across each initial con-
dition set. The more violent the early evolution of a star-
forming region is, the higher the number of walkaway stars.
In the most violently evolving initial condition set-up - ini-
tially highly substructured (D = 1.6) and highly subvirial
(αvir = 0.1), we have on average ∼0.5 high-mass walkaways
per simulation and ∼20 low/intermediate-mass walkaways
per simulation.

The lower the initial level of substructure (larger frac-
tal dimension D) the lower the overall number of walkaway
stars, with initially more subvirial regions (Fig. 12 top row)
producing more walkaway stars, which are also ejected ear-
lier in the simulations. We see a number of temporary walk-
aways that appear as walkaways only for a few snapshots.
These are stars ejected just at the minimum walkaway ve-
locity. After ejection they slow down and disappear from
our plots once they drop below 5 kms−1 (minimum walka-
way velocity), however this does not mean that they have
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Figure 12. Walkaway stars (2D-velocity: 5-30 km s−1) by mass (using a log-scale) over the simulation time for the four fractal dimensions
and the three different initial virial ratios: subvirial (αvir = 0.1 (blue, top row) and αvir = 0.3 (orange, middle row)) and virialised (αvir

= 0.5 (green, bottom row)). A few stars (single points) are only identified as walkaways for a few snapshots, this is due to them being
ejected close to the lower walkaway velocity boundary and slowing down to fall below the boundary shortly after ejection.

been recaptured by the star-forming region. Initially viri-
alised star-forming regions with no substructure (αvir = 0.5,
D = 3.0 - bottom right panel) produce on average only 2
low/intermediate-mass walkaways per simulation. This is an
order of magnitude fewer walkaway stars than in the initial
condition scenario (initially highly substructured (D = 1.6),
highly subvirial (αvir = 0.1) - top left panel) that produces
the largest number of walkaway stars.

4 DISCUSSION

We summarise the results of our N-body simulations as fol-
lows. Cumulative velocity distributions of star-forming re-
gions with different initial conditions have limited usefulness
in clearly distinguishing between different initial spatial and
velocity structure. When comparing the long-term evolution
of regions with different levels of initial substructure, regions

with high levels of initial substructure evolve very quickly
kinematically, with supervirial regions (unbound by defini-
tion) showing the fastest 2D-velocities. The cumulative ve-
locity distributions of unbound stars from initially subvirial
and virialised simulations are difficult to distinguish after 10
Myr and only show differences for extremely different initial
conditions (see Fig. 6).

The unbound fraction differs considerably for differ-
ent combinations of initial spatial and velocity structure.
This suggests that the unbound population around young,
bound star clusters could possibly be used to draw conclu-
sions about the initial conditions. Around initially smooth
(D = 3.0), virialised (αvir = 0.5) star-forming regions, we
find a low number of ejected stars (slow walkaways, but
no runaways) and virtually no unbound high-mass stars af-
ter 10 Myr. Around initially substructured, subvirial regions
that have undergone violent relaxation, we find a large num-
ber of unbound low/intermediate-mass stars. We also find a
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few high-mass ejected stars (at walkaway velocities) and one
low-mass runaway star in three of the 20 simulations. The
unbound fractions are possibly influenced by our choice of
initial density as higher densities increase the likelihood of
encountering and interacting with other stars.

Initial densities can differ greatly from those currently
observed due to the amount of dynamical evolution that
a region undergoes. The level of spatial substructure in a
region can constrain the dynamical evolution of regions with
different initial densities - the higher the initial density, the
quicker substructure is erased (Parker 2014). Our simulated
star-forming regions have been set up with a high, median
local initial density (103-104 M⊙ pc−3).

After about 1 Myr, regions with initial spatial sub-
structure have evolved into smooth, centrally concentrated
regions, whose densities can be directly compared to ob-
served star-forming regions. The density in our simulations
after a few Myr is 101-103 M⊙ pc−3 (Parker 2014) compa-
rable to many nearby star-forming regions where observed
present-day densities do not exceed ∼400 M⊙ pc−3 (e.g.
Marks & Kroupa 2012).

High-mass stars are less likely to become unbound than
low/intermediate-mass stars if a region is not initially very
subvirial. When they do escape from their birth environment
they do so at higher velocity and become at least walkaway
stars (> 5 kms−1). With our chosen initial conditions, high-
mass stars do not reach the velocity regime of runaway stars.
Only the evolution of star-forming regions that are initially
subvirial (αvir < 0.5) and/or substructured (D ≤ 2.0) is dy-
namic enough to produce any runaway stars, all of which
are low-mass. This is in apparent contrast to observations,
where due to observational bias, predominantly high-mass
runaways are found (Tetzlaff et al. 2011) as they are more
luminous and easier to observe. Historically, the definition of
runaway stars is based on OB stars (Blaauw 1961), follow-
ing Tetzlaff et al. (2011), we suggest to extend this defini-
tion to lower-mass stars. Lower-mass stars appear to reach
runaway velocities more often than higher-mass stars and
these could be found around many young star-forming re-
gions when testing our predictions with Gaia DR2.

Using data from Gaia DR1 (Gaia Collaboration et al.
2016), Wareing et al. (2018) report that two of the most
massive stars (HD46223 and HD46106) in NGC2244 are
moving away from each other and from the centre of this
young cluster at a larger velocity than the other cluster stars.
They suggest that HD46223 has been ejected from the clus-
ter, possibly due to dynamical interactions with other mas-
sive stars in the centre. The inferred velocity of 1.38 kms−1

from its proper motion (Wareing et al. 2018) is far below
the lower velocity boundary for walkway stars and it is un-
clear if this star is actually unbound. Our simulated star-
forming regions (1000 single stars) have an escape velocity
of ∼3km s−1. NGC2244 is estimated to have ∼2000 mem-
bers (Wang et al. 2008) suggesting that HD46223 might not
have reached escape velocity and might still be bound to
the cluster despite its apparent ejection. In our simulations
we also see massive stars moving outwards after dynamical
interactions at velocities higher than their surroundings. If
they are moving more slowly than the escape velocity they
will remain bound to the cluster, slow down and eventually
return in direction of the cluster centre.

Violin plots show that the velocity distributions

do indeed differ between initial conditions, particularly
when the regions are initially highly substructured. These
distributions also indicate that the vast majority of
low/intermediate-mass stars become unbound at just
around the escape velocity. We show that 2D-velocity in-
formation appears to be an underestimate of the full 3D-
velocity for a proportion of unbound stars. This can have
implications for membership determination of young star-
forming regions, where full velocity parameter space infor-
mation is not available. The Gaia DR2 data set contains
a much larger number of stars only with proper motion
data, missing information about the radial velocity for many
fainter stars. If the 2D-velocity is indeed an underestimate
of the full space velocity for some stars, we might mistak-
enly assign a cluster membership to stars with slow proper
motions or not be able to trace back stars to their birth
cluster.

Escaping, ejected or unbound stars from simula-
tions have been studied previously (e.g. Weidner et al.
2011; Fujii & Portegies Zwart 2011; Allison 2012;
Moyano Loyola & Hurley 2013; Oh & Kroupa 2016;
Wang et al. 2019). Allison (2012) found a similar con-
nection between unbound stars (i.e. number, velocity,
spatial distribution) and the initial substructure and virial
ratio with a more limited set of initial conditions. Other
studies (Weidner et al. 2011; Oh & Kroupa 2016) used
Plummer spheres (Plummer 1911) to set up the initial
spatial distribution of the clusters and included primordial
binaries. The conclusion from these studies was that
the number and mass fraction of unbound stars depend
strongly on the initial cluster radius or initial density and to
a lesser extent on the parameters of the primordial binaries
(Weidner et al. 2011; Oh & Kroupa 2016) or the initial
virial ratio (Weidner et al. 2011). With their inclusion of
primordial binaries, the results of these studies are not
directly comparable to ours.

Our results show that differences in the initial spatial
substructure can have a considerable effect on the fraction,
the velocity and the masses of unbound stars. Due to the
lack of stellar evolution in our short simulation time of 10
Myr, we miss the effects of supernova kicks causing stars
to become unbound due to the binary supernova ejection
mechanism (Blaauw 1961). In our simulations, binaries will
only form dynamically (i.e. are not present from the begin-
ning of our simulations) and we may therefore be under-
estimating the impact of the dynamic ejection mechanism
(Poveda et al. 1967) as we only find a few lower-mass run-
aways stars. Moyano Loyola & Hurley (2013) showed that a
higher fraction of primordial binaries increases the number
of higher-velocity (20-100 kms−1) stars.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present N-body simulations of star-forming
regions set up with a range of different initial spatial and ve-
locity structures. We investigate if the dynamical evolution
results in differences in the unbound population after 10
Myr. The conclusions from our simulations are summarised
as follows.

(i) Cumulative 2D-velocity distributions of all stars in
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simulated star-forming regions cannot provide strong in-
sights into the long-term-term evolution of star-forming re-
gions with differing initial spatial and velocity structure.
When focussing on unbound stars, clear differences in the cu-
mulative distributions are only found when comparing vastly
different initial conditions.

(ii) Unbound fractions of stars of different masses show
clear differences between the initial conditions and could
prove useful to distinguish between initial spatial and veloc-
ity structures. Only when a region is initially very subvirial
can we expect to find a higher fraction of unbound high-
mass stars than low/intermediate-mass stars in the vicinity
of the region.

(iii) If high-mass stars manage to escape their birth re-
gion, they are likely to reach at least walkaway velocities.
However based on our simulations, not every young star-
forming region will create a high-mass runaway or walkaway
star.

(iv) Most low/intermediate-mass stars leave the regions
at velocities just above the escape velocity. However, the
fastest stars from our simulations are also low/intermediate-
mass stars. We see a number of low/intermediate-mass walk-
away stars from every initial condition set. This number
increases for regions that evolve more dynamically (more
initial substructure and lower virial ratio). As a result, we
should find at least a small number of these stars around
virtually every young and high-density star-forming region.
The fact that most observed fast stars are still high-mass
is very likely due to observational bias/limitations. This
changes with Gaia DR2 where five-parameter space astrom-
etry for stars down to sub-solar mass is already available
for star-forming regions nearby (Gaia Collaboration et al.
2018). We will use this data to search for walkaway and
runaway stars from young star-forming regions in a future
paper.
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